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Welcome
Just like World Cinema Amsterdam, my daughter
Santu will turn 10 this year. Her mother is from
Friesland; her (biological) father lives in Mali. The
number of Amsterdammers with a bicultural identity
now constitutes a majority, enriching the city.
Over the past 10 years, World Cinema Amsterdam
has undergone a similar development to Amsterdam
society; we've seen black schools become more mixed,
while the WCA audience also grew more diverse.
People with a bicultural identity are occupying
increasingly important positions for the festival –
as is happening everywhere in the cultural, social
and economic world. Amsterdam is home to many
nationalities engaging with each other rather than
just co-existing. Still, there are many more steps to
take before we can claim to be an actual inclusive
society. Efforts will have to be made on both sides:
Amsterdammers of all colour, whether that be white,
black, brown or anything in between, will have to step
out of their safe haven.
As a film theatre, Rialto has been trying to contribute
to this by bringing filmmakers and their films from
all over the world to Amsterdam, introducing them
to multicultural Amsterdam and the Netherlands,
thus creating a deeper understanding of our
diverse cultural origins and encouraging dialogue,
encounters and inclusion.
With a very diverse competition programme, including
four debut features, screened at Rialto and De Balie,
the 10th edition of World Cinema Amsterdam once
again presents the best world cinema has produced
in the past year. This will be complemented by the
most remarkable non-western films to be released
in Dutch film theatres this fall, and a very accessible
open-air programme at Marie Heinekenplein and
the Vondelpark Openluchttheater, with two Latin
American and two Indonesian films.
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Raymond Walravens, Director & Curator World Cinema
Amsterdam, Director Rialto

The last two films are part of the focus programme
Cinema Indonesia. Indonesia is the focus country
of this year's festival, with 24 short and long feature
films, documentaries, and a discussion on Saturday,
17 August – the date on which Indonesia celebrates
its independence – about the painful historical ties
between Indonesia and the Netherlands.

Last but not least, this year WCA also presents
the new crop of short and long films that have been
made possible, in part, through the festival's GO
CUBA! initiative. Together with the Dutch Ministry of
Foreign Affairs we provide financial support to young
independent Cuban filmmakers' projects, showing their
films each year at World Cinema Amsterdam.

Our anniversary edition will see two exciting new
programme sections: WCA Junior, with non-western
children's and family films, as they are seldom
screened in Dutch cinemas, and WCA Presents, a
new programme providing a platform for recent long
and short films by Dutch filmmakers who have roots
in Africa, Asia, Latin America or the Caribbean, with
an aim to increase these talented Dutch people's
visibility both nationally and internationally.

I wish everyone a fantastic 10th edition, with special film
experiences, delicious Indonesian food and memorable
meetings with the many filmmakers present at the
festival!

Raymond Walravens,
Director & Curator World Cinema Amsterdam,
Director Rialto

World Cinema Jury 2019
Fay Breeman
Fay Breeman is the manager of International Film Festival Rotterdam
(IFFR)’s Hubert Bals Fund. She graduated from Utrecht University in
2011 with a Master’s Degree in Film & Television Studies and a minor in
Journalism. Since then she has worked for the industry departments
and co-production markets of IFFR, Netherlands Film Festival, Go Short
and Cinekid. She was a member of IFFR’s short film selection committee
between 2014 and 2016. In 2011, she started working for the Hubert Bals
Fund on a temporary basis, joining the Fund full-time in January 2017.
Photo: Anne-Claire Lans

Nia Dinata
Nia Dinata is an award-winning Indonesian film director and producer.
After studying Mass Communications and Film in the United States, she
returned to her native country, where she worked in commercials and
television before making her directorial debut with The Courtesan (2001).
Following the huge success of her second feature The Gathering (2003),
addressing LGTBIQ issues, she was invited to join the Cannes Young
Directors programme in 2004. Both The Courtesan and Love for Share
(2006) were selected to represent Indonesia in the Best Foreign Language
Film category of the Oscars. In April 2012 she received an award from
HIVOS for her continuous work in human rights and producing films by
courageous new Indonesian directors.
Hesdy Lonwijk
Hesdy Lonwijk is a Dutch filmmaker who also earned his spurs in the
television and advertising worlds. He studied Communication Design
before attending the Netherlands Film Academy. While still at the academy,
he won the short film award at the International Film Festival Rotterdam for
his film Buutvrij (2005). He gained further recognition with his graduation
film Color Me Bad (2007), television film Johnny Bingo (2009) and for
directing several episodes of TV series Feuten. In addition to his work as a
director, he advocates greater inclusivity within the cultural sector. He is
also a member of the jury for the Rialto for Short programme, which offers a
platform to up-and-coming filmmakers.
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World Cinema Exchange Jury 2019
To celebrate the anniversary edition of WCA we introduce a brand new prize: the World Cinema Exchange Award.
This award provides a (further) stage for noticeable films about our views on mankind and the world. The award is
presented to a film that challenges the discussion about what it means to be human. The World Cinema Exchange
Award is made possible by Het Filmgesprek.
Jaëla Arian
(1995) is a student of Biology at Wageningen University & Research. She
co-founded film platform LA RIOT, which, in collaboration with Rialto,
makes world cinema accessible to a younger audience. Jaëla also works at
the Heerenstraat Theater in Wageningen. In 2015, she was a Venice Days
jury member at Venice International Film Festival.

Boaz van Luijk
(1979), a film reviewer for Dutch newspaper Nederlands Dagblad, always
manages to find connections between films and life questions based on his
background in Human Resource and Theology Studies. For many years
now he has been hosting and leading monthly film talks in his hometown
Dordrecht. He is also the owner of De Verwandering, an agency for meaning
and purpose in life.

Ioana Popescu
(1993) is a PhD student at The School of Social and Political Science of
the University of Edinburgh. She researches the relationship between
aesthetic experiences and the process of re-humanisation. She is
interested in how world cinema can facilitate an intercultural process of
learning and dialogue. Alongside her study, she co-develops interactive
dance performances that explore how people interact with each other and
with the environment around them.
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Still: Temblores

COMPETITION
OPENING FILM

Temblores
JAYRO BUSTAMANTE | GUATEMALA, FRANCE, LUXEMBOURG | 2019 | 107’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH
SUBTITLES | RELEASED BY CINÉART ON 22 AUGUST

Notwithstanding its small film production industry, special films are made in Guatemala,
as became clear in 2015 when director Jayro Bustamante debuted with Ixcanul, the film
that opened that year's WCA edition. In his latest film Temblores (tremors) he shows what
happens when someone has the audacity to leave the beaten track.
Fortysomething Pablo, scion of a Christian upper-class family from Guatemala City, seems
to be doing nicely: he has a well-paid job and is married to a beautiful woman, with whom he
has two children. One day, however, it comes out that he is in a secret relationship with a man,
Francisco. The news is very badly received by his deeply conservative family. His mother
regards homosexuality as a profound sin, while his wife bars him from seeing his children in
retaliation. It doesn't stop there. Pablo is faced with an impossible choice.

JAYRO BUSTAMANTE

(1977, Guatemala) studied directing and screenwriting in Paris and
Rome. Back in Guatemala, he founded production company La Casa
de Producción. His first feature, Ixcanul, opened WCA in 2015 and
won the Alfred Bauer Prize at the 2015 Berlinale. His second feature,
Temblores, uses a direct cinematic style to describe an individual’s
struggle for a sense of belonging.
DIRECTOR ATTENDING
SCREENINGS

Rialto
THU 15 AUG 19:30h
FRI 16 AUG 19:15h
8

De Balie
SAT 17 AUG 19:00h

COMPETITION

The Burial of Kojo
BLITZ BAZAWULE | GHANA, USA | 2018 | 80’ | TWI, ENGLISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES | ENGLISH
DIALOGUE NOT SUBTITLED

Esi and her parents live in a village on the coast of Ghana. Unable to make ends meet and
following a request made by his brother Kwabena, Esi's father Kojo decides to move to the
capital, Accra. Due to a terrible past incident the relationship between the brothers is taut,
to say the least. Kojo finds work as an illegal miner of goldmines through an old friend, but he
goes missing after the first day. Having had an ominous vision earlier, Esi decides to go find her
father. She embarks on a mystical search.
Director, visual artist, and rapper Blitz Bazawule (a.k.a. Blitz the Ambassador) tells a story
deeply rooted in Ghanaian folklore and storytelling tradition and filled with beautifully
portrayed magical-realistic twists. He not only directed his feature debut, but also wrote the
screenplay and composed the film's score, creating a visual poem as a result.

BLITZ BAZAWULE

(1982, Ghana) is a filmmaker and musician based in New York. His
short films Native Sun (2012) and Diasporadical Trilogia (2016)
premiered at New Voices in Black Cinema and Blackstar Film Festival.
His feature debut, The Burial of Kojo, won Best Narrative Feature
(World Cinema) at Urbanworld Film Festival. Blitz is a Senior TED
Fellow and recipient of the Vilcek Prize.
DIRECTOR ATTENDING
SCREENINGS

De Balie
FRI 23 AUG 19:00h

Rialto
FRI 23 AUG 21:30h
SAT 24 AUG 22:00h
9

COMPETITION

La camarista
LILA AVILÉS | MEXICO | 2018 | 102’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Social inequality is huge in Mexico. More than half of the population is living below the
poverty line, yet a small number of rich people are basking in unprecedented opulence. In her
feature debut, director Lila Avilés illustrates this stark contrast through the daily routine of
chambermaid Eve (Gabriela Cartol), who works in the luxury Hotel Presidente Internacional
in Mexico City.
In a quasi-documentary style, the camera follows the taciturn Eve during her daily chores.
Scarcely noticed by the guests, she is a hard worker, which makes her popular with her coworkers. She aspires to work on the 42nd floor one day, where the truly luxury suites are
located; as she doesn't know anyone in the hotel management the chances of that happening
are small however. Besides her work, she also enrols in a night course, above all dreaming of a
better life for her son.

LILA AVILÉS

(1982, Mexico) studied directing, performing arts and film writing
in Mexico, moving into film directing having acted and directed in
the theatre. Her debut feature La camarista had its world première
at Toronto 2018 and its European première in the New Directors
competition in San Sebastian, before winning the Golden Gate New
Directors Award in San Francisco 2019.
ACTRESS GABRIELA CARTOL ATTENDING
SCREENINGS

Rialto
TUE 20 AUG 21:00h
SAT 24 AUG 17:15h
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De Balie
WED 21 AUG 19:00h

COMPETITION

Ceniza Negra
SOFÍA QUIRÓS UBEDA | COSTA RICA, ARGENTINA, CHILE | 2019 | 82’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH
SUBTITLES

In 2016, Argentinian Costa Rican director Sofía Quirós Ubeda made the short film Selva about
an eponymous 10-year-old girl, played by Smashleen Gutiérrez in a remarkable natural acting
style. In her first feature film Ceniza Negra, the character of Selva also takes central stage,
once again starring Gutiérrez. Next to her, the lush, sometimes magic realist nature plays a
leading role.
In a small village off the coast lives 13-year-old Selva with Tata, her grandfather, and his alcoholic
girlfriend Elena. Selva and Elena have a love-hate relationship, sometimes yelling at each other,
then again having lots of fun together. In the forest, Selva occasionally meets a friendly woman
with long braids who only she can see. Selva's childhood comes to an end when Elena suddenly
disappears and Tata loses the will to live. Selected for the prestigious Semaine de la Critique
programme, Cannes 2019.

SOFÍA QUIRÓS UBEDA

(1989, Argentina) is an Argentine/Costa Rican director and writer
who studied Image and Sound Design at UBA and has directed several
short films. Selva (2016) won the TV5 Prize in Biarritz and the Women
in Film and TV Award at Guanajuato. Ceniza Negra (2019) is her debut
feature and world premièred in Critics’ Week at Cannes.
DIRECTOR ATTENDING

SCREENINGS

Rialto
FRI 16 AUG 21:15h
MON 19 AUG 19:15h

De Balie
SAT 17 AUG 21:30h
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COMPETITION

Divino Amor
GABRIEL MASCARO | BRAZIL, URUGUAY, CHILE | 2019 | 100’ | PORTUGUESE SPOKEN | ENGLISH
SUBTITLES | RELEASED BY CINEMIEN ON 9 JANUARY

What will the world look like in eight years? Brazilian director Gabriel Mascaro, best known
here for his rodeo drama Neon Bull (2015), sketches an intriguing picture in his latest film
Divino Amor, a mix of science fiction and a sensual relationship drama with a Biblical twist.
Even though at first glance not a lot appears to have changed, some things are really different.
Especially government control over everyday life has greatly expanded; detectors at the
entrance of buildings can immediately identify all citizens – they know everything about you.
Brazil, 2027: civil servant Joana is charged with handling divorce cases. As a deeply religious
woman she uses her position however to try to prevent couples from divorcing. She proposes
that married couples join the Divine Love therapy group to physically "rediscover" each other.
Meanwhile, she and her husband are desperately trying for a child.

GABRIEL MASCARO

(1983, Brazil) is a director, screenwriter and artist who first became
known for documentaries. His debut feature, Ventos de agosto
(2014), received a Special Mention at Locarno. Neon Bull (2015) won
several awards and was Brazil’s entry for the Goyas. Divino Amor won
the Feisal Award for Best Feature Film at Guadalajara International
Film Festival 2019.
DIRECTOR ATTENDING
SCREENINGS

Rialto
MON 19 AUG 21:15h
WED 21 AUG 19:00h
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De Balie
TUE 20 AUG 21:30h

VU Campus
TUE 3 SEP 19:00h

COMPETITION

Mountain Song
YUSUF RADJAMUDA | INDONESIA | 2019 | 76’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

6-year-old shy Gimba lives with his sick mother in the mountains of Pipikoro, a remote area
in Sulawesi. Anyone becoming seriously ill there has to be carried downhill on a stretcher to
get to hospital, with many patients – like Gimba's father – not surviving the journey. Afraid of
losing his mother as well, Gimba has hardly left her side since. To reassure him she teaches him
a song that brings calm and happiness when you are alone. He often retreats to a shady spot,
somewhere between the villages and the rice fields, observing the people and waiting for Lara,
a mysterious girl, also 6 years old, who sometimes suddenly appears from the forest.
Director Yusuf Radjamuda is a self-taught filmmaker, and he taught himself well: with his selfwritten, lyrical feature debut, he was nominated for the Asian New Talent Award for directing
and screenplay at the Shanghai film festival last June.

YUSUF RADJAMUDA

(1979, Indonesia) is a self-taught film-maker who works in Indonesia.
His short Backyard won several awards, including Best Director at the
France-Cinema Festival 2013 and competed in the Dubai International
Film Festival 2013, Vladivostok IFF 2014, Tissa IFF Morocco 2014 and
Experimenta Bangalore India, 2015. Mountain Song is Yusuf’s debut
feature film.
DIRECTOR ATTENDING
SCREENINGS

Rialto
SAT 17 AUG 19:00h
TUE 20 AUG 21:15h

De Balie
MON 19 AUG 19:00h
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COMPETITION

Öndög
WANG QUAN'AN | MONGOLIA | 2019 | 100’ | MONGOLIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

It opens like a police film, with a police car driving across the Mongolian steppe against the
setting sun. Suddenly, the policemen see a terrible sight in the arc of their headlights: the
naked body of a woman. More officers arrive to investigate the crime scene. When they leave,
an 18-year-old rookie is left behind to guard the corpse. He is not entirely alone, but is joined
by a herdswoman who is a skilled shot with her rifle, which could come in handy given the many
hungry wolves roaming about. As the cold night falls, she smokes a cigarette and shares her
lamb soup with him. Inebriated, they eventually end up in each other's arms. And then?
In many near-fleeting dialogues, Chinese director Wang Quan'an tells a story of love, old
traditions and modern life, with a key role for the majestic, sweeping Mongolian landscape.
Nominated for the Golden Bear at the Berlinale 2019.

WANG QUAN’AN

(1965, China) is a Chinese screenwriter and director who graduated
from Beijing Film Academy in 1991. His first two features, Lunar
Eclipse (1999) and The Story of Ermei (2004) screened at the
Berlinale and his third, Tuya’s Marriage (2006), won the 2007
Golden Bear for Best Film. His 2010 film Apart Together won the
Silver Bear for Best Screenplay.

SCREENINGS

Rialto
SAT 17 AUG 19:30h
FRI 23 AUG 17:15h
14

De Balie
TUE 20 AUG 19:00h

COMPETITION

Sibel
ÇAĞLA ZENCIRCI, GUILLAUME GIOVANETTI | TURKEY, FRANCE, GERMANY | 2018 | 95´ | TURKISH SPOKEN |
ENGLISH SUBTITLES | RELEASED BY MOOOV ON 5 MARCH

Since time immemorial, a whistled language allowing its users to communicate through
whistling in a surprisingly nuanced way has been used in addition to spoken language in the
Turkish mountain village of Kuşköy near the Black Sea. For 25-year-old Sibel it's the only
language at her disposal, as she is mute. Her fellow villagers shun her as if she is cursed. To win
them over, she decides to go search for a dangerous wolf, which particularly the women in the
village are afraid of. One day, instead of the wolf, she encounters a wounded man, a deserter who
is running from the police. He sees her with different eyes.
In their fourth collaboration, writer-director duo Guillaume Giovanetti and Çagla Zencirci
tell a story about the position of women in Turkey, stifling traditions, and lack of compassion,
blending these themes with fairy-tale elements, such as from Cinderella and Little Red Riding
Hood. The magical nature plays a central role.

ÇAĞLA ZENCIRCI & GUILLAUME GIOVANETTI

(1976, Turkey) (1978, France) are a directorial duo based in Paris and
Istanbul whose shorts and two features – Noor (2014) and Ningen
(2015) – have been selected for more than 200 festivals and awarded
more than 40 times. Sibel (2018) is their third feature, and was selected
for the Competition at Locarno International Film Festival 2018.

SCREENINGS

Rialto
SUN 18 AUG 19:00h
THU 22 AUG 17:00h

De Balie
MON 19 AUG 21:15h
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COMPETITION
CLOSING FILM

Gully Boy
ZOYA AKHTAR| INDIA| 2019 | 148’ | HINDI SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

There is no style of music better at expressing young people's way of life than rap. This is no
different in India. In her new film, director Zoya Akhtar tells about the obstacles a person has
to overcome to become a rapper. She based the script on the lives of street rappers Divine
and Naezy, whose songs form part of the film's soundtrack. With American rapper Nas as an
executive producer.
Young Murad Ahmed, who lives in a Mumbai slum, has always been fascinated by rap. Only
when he has to take over his father's work as a chauffeur does he start to write his own lyrics,
triggered by the poignant evidence of poverty and inequality he sees everywhere while driving
for a wealthy family. He turns out to be talented. His abusive father Aftab can't muster much
enthusiasm; after all, he worked hard to pay for his son's education. Meanwhile, Murad is
making a name for himself as a rapper.

ZOYA AKHTAR

(1972, INDIA) obtained a diploma in filmmaking from NYU then went
on to assist directors such as Mira Nair and Dev Benegal before
becoming a writer-director. She has directed critically acclaimed
films including Luck By Chance (2009) and Sheila Ki Jawaani (part
of Bombay Talkies, 2013). Gully Boy (2019) stars celebrity Indian
actor Ranveer Singh.

SCREENINGS

De Balie
FRI 23 AUG 21:00h
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Rialto
SAT 24 AUG 20:15h
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Still: The Seen and Unseen

Still: 27 Steps of May

Cinema Indonesia
When I was in high school in the second half of the 1970s,
they didn't teach us anything at all about the Indonesian
Independence War, or the "policing actions", as they
were euphemistically called in the Netherlands. Aged
19 or 20, I visited the Pesaro Film Festival in Italy, which
featured a comprehensive programme on Southeast
Asian cinema. Entirely unprepared I happened upon
a feature film made between 1945-1950 – shot from
an Indonesian viewpoint and with heroic Indonesian
freedom fighters (the good guys) resisting the Dutch
army (the bad guys). The screening was followed by a
fierce panel discussion, in which the Netherlands were
criticised for their role as a colonial aggressor. Just
imagine the deep shame felt by my younger, ignorant
self about the Netherlands, the country where I was
born and raised.
Last December I visited the Yogyakarta Film Festival; I
saw a large number of recent Indonesian films and met
filmmakers. I was surprised to discover that in Indonesia
feature films were still being made about the fight
against the rule of the Dutch East India Company (17th
and 18th century) and the Dutch state (19th and 20th
century), though this time, I was better prepared. For
example, I can highly recommend Nobel Prize nominee
Pramoedya Ananta Toer's four-part novel series as well
as Alfred Birney's novel The Interpreter from Java. But
also of course two festival films – the recently released
successful feature Sultan Agung and the 1988 film
– restored by Eye Filmmuseum and the Indonesian
Film Centre Foundation – Tjoet Nja' Dhien, which
puts relations between the Netherlands and Indonesia
into historical perspective. Here I would also like to
mention the panel discussion planned for Saturday,
18

17 August at 5 PM, in collaboration with Reza KartosenWong and Lara Nuberg.
Next to the many books about the Dutch East Indies
published in recent years, people of Dutch-Indian
descent are making themselves heard in theatre
performances and films. Through columns and
articles, others with Indonesian roots are demanding
renewed attention for our shared history as it is
experienced by around 2 million Dutch people. It's
definitely a healthy development, uncomfortable as it
may be, as it was for me in Pesaro in the early 1980s.
Contemporary Indonesian cinema is surprisingly
diverse and multi-themed. In addition to films about
present-day Indonesian society with metropolitan
universal stories, the programme offers films about the
diversity of cultures and customs on Indonesia's very
different islands. Indonesian cinema has a remarkable
amount of talent; to highlight this, we showcase 14
shorts by young filmmakers, including a number of
special films by women filmmakers.
My warmest thanks go to everyone in Indonesia
and the Netherlands who have helped to make this
possible; without their support the Cinema Indonesia
programme would never have come to be.
Immerse yourself in the cinema of Indonesia, enjoy the
food of top chef Agus Hermawan at Rialto every night,
and most importantly strike up a conversation with the
filmmakers and each other!
Raymond Walravens,
Cinema Indonesia Curator

CINEMA INDONESIA

27 Steps of May
RAVI L. BHARWANI| INDONESIA | 2018 | 112’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

May was 14 when she was gang-raped, which left her so traumatized that since then she has
completely withdrawn from life, no longer speaking and spending her repetitive days in
the safety of her father's home, which she never leaves. He also still hasn't gotten over the
rape, feeling enormous guilt for his failure to protect his daughter. With her he is loving and
protective, but outside the house he is a boxer unleashing his anger in fights. This is how things
have been going for 8 years now. One day they get a new neighbour, a magician who manages to
find a hole in the walls surrounding May... literally.
For the two lead actors Raihaanun (May) and Lukman Sardi (the father) their roles were hugely
challenging; since little is said out loud, the story had to gain complexity through very subtle
body language. They have admirably succeeded in achieving this. Winner Best Film, Jogja
Netpac Asian Film Festival.

RAVI L. BHARWANI

(Indonesia) graduated from Jakarta Institute of Arts in 1990. He has
worked on commercials, documentaries, short films and television
productions, also with Garin Nugroho. His debut feature The
Rainmaker won the Asia New Talent Award at Shanghai International
Film Festival 2005. 27 Steps of May continues his “ongoing obsession
with the theme of isolation and alienation.”

SCREENINGS

Rialto
THU 22 AUG 19:00h
FRI 23 AUG 19:15h
19

CINEMA INDONESIA

Cemara Family
YANDY LAURENS | INDONESIA | 2018 | 110’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES | ORIGINAL
TITLE: KELUARGA CEMARA

Abah's brother-in-law has run up high debts, for which Abah is held accountable. Creditors
have confiscated all his valuables as well as his house in Jakarta. Abah is forced to move to the
remote village where he grew up. Naturally, his wife Emak and their two daughters Euis and
Cemara join him. The move is particularly difficult for Euis, who just hit puberty, having to leave
everything behind just when life is starting to get interesting. Meanwhile, good-natured Abah
is doing all he can to keep the family going. This is far from easy, but his wife and children are
his most valuable treasure.
A blockbuster in Indonesia, this hugely enjoyable and funny family film, is adapted from a
popular 90's TV show, now starring Ringgo Agus Rahman, Nirina Zubir, and Adhisty Zara,
and more. Director Yandy Laurens has, of course, transported the storylines to present-day
Indonesia.

YANDY LAURENS

(1989, Indonesia) really wanted to be a pro basketball player. But
recording plays in church made him realise he liked working with
actors. He graduated from Jakarta Institute of the Arts in 2012
and made several shorts. Cemara Family (2018) is his first feature,
and picked up six of eleven nominations at the 2019 Piala Maya film
awards.

SCREENINGS

Rialto
SAT 17 AUG 21:15h
WED 21 AUG 21:30h
20

CINEMA INDONESIA

Daysleepers
PAUL AGUSTA | INDONESIA | 2018 | 92’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES | ORIGINAL TITLE:
KISAH DUA JENDELA

Loneliness is always lurking in the megapolis of Jakarta. Take Andrea for example, who goes to
work at night, at a time when the office is completely deserted. It is no different for writer Leon,
who leaves for his favourite café late at night, to work on his manuscript. The café lies directly
opposite Andrea's office building, and of course Leon notices the light that is always still on
behind one window. He can also see a shadow and wonders who that is. Andrea is as curious
about the figure she keeps seeing at the café late at night. One day they discover each other.
In this romantic story, director Paul Agusta paid particular attention to fully fleshing out his
characters. Leon and Andrea are convincingly real, with depth and complexity, also due to the
terrific acting of the two principal protagonists Dinda Kanyadewi and Khiva Iskak.

PAUL AGUSTA

(1980, Indonesia) studied film in the USA before returning to Indonesia
in 2003. Before 2007 he was known mainly as a film critic, festival
manager and curator, but he now focuses on filmmaking. His debut
feature The Anniversary Gift (2008) screened at festivals and events
worldwide. Daysleepers is an urban romance exploring loneliness and
disconnection in Jakarta.
FILM PRODUCERS ATTENDING
SCREENINGS

Rialto
THU 22 AUG 21:45h
SAT 24 AUG 14:30h
21

CINEMA INDONESIA

Love for Sale
ANDIBACHTIAR YUSUF | INDONESIA | 2018 | 104’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Can you put a price tag on love? This love drama, written and directed by Andibachtiar Yusuf, is
all about this intriguing question. With nuance and enough humour, he tells a story of "bought
love", but not like you would expect.
41-year-old incorrigible bachelor Richard Widjaja spends most of his time either watching
soccer with friends in a café or staying home alone with his turtle. When one of his friends
announces his upcoming wedding, he challenges Richard to bring along a date to the happy
occasion. Not wanting to lose face, Richard starts looking for a suitable candidate, ultimately
landing at the online platform Love Incorporated, which can supply him with a girlfriend, for
a price of course. Thus he meets Arini Kusuma, a nice girl who even knows her soccer. The
contract turns out to be valid for 45 days. Richard falls in love eventually and even starts
thinking of marrying Arini.

ANDIBACHTIAR YUSUF

(1974, Indonesia) is an award-winning director/producer/copywriter
working in fiction and documentary. His debut fiction feature Romeo
Juliet (2009) premiered at Hong Kong International Film Festival.
His latest films are comedy drama Pariban: Idola dari Tanah Jawa
(2019) and Bridezilla (2019). Love for Sale won the Citra Award for
Best Original Screenplay Writer at the 2018 Indonesian Film Festival.

SCREENINGS
MHPlein

THU 8 AUG ± 21:30h
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Rialto
SUN 18 AUG 21:15h
TUE 20 AUG 16:30h

CINEMA INDONESIA

Memories of My Body
GARIN NUGROHO | INDONESIA | 2018 | 105’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES | ORIGINAL
TITLE: KUCUMBU TUBUH INDAHKU

In his 2006 film Opera Jawa, director Garin Nugroho used traditional Javanese dance and
song to present his view on a story from the epic of Ramayana. In his latest film, he combines
traditional and modern Javanese dance to tell a poetic story about the beauty of the human
body and discovering your sexual identity, following four stages in the life of Juno. Nugroho
based his coming-of-age story on the life of the successful choreographer/dancer Rianto, who
narrates the story in the film.
Following the sudden departure of his father, young Juno joins a Lengger dance troupe, where
men regularly play female roles. They practice an elegant, sensual dance style that really
appeals to him, though he can also see how its appeal can lead to violence. This same violence
forces him on the road time and again. In each village he moves to, he meets new remarkable
and inspiring people.

GARIN NUGROHO

(1961, Indonesia) graduated from the film academy in Jakarta in 1985.
He has since amassed an impressive body of features, documentaries
and shorts, is a film critic for several Indonesian newspapers and
lectures at the University of Indonesia. His feature Leaf on a Pillow
opened IFFR 1999. Memories of My Body is his nineteenth feature
film.

SCREENINGS

Rialto
TUE 20 AUG 16:45h
FRI 23 AUG 14:30h

De Balie
WED 21 AUG 21:30h
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CINEMA INDONESIA

The Seen and Unseen
KAMILA ANDINI | INDONESIA, NETHERLANDS, AUSTRALIA, QATAR | 2017 | 83’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN |
ENGLISH SUBTITLES | ORIGINAL TITLE: SEKALA NISKALA

With her self-written 2011 debut film The Mirror Never Lies, director Kamila Andini
demonstrated her ability to capture the thoughts and feelings of a child. She proves this again
with her second feature, for which she also wrote the screenplay herself, by showing, very
credibly, a 10-year-old girl preparing herself for a big loss. Despite the heavy subject matter,
the film is never gloomy or desolate – far from it, as it is actually filled with life and colour. An
engaging drama that was awarded at the 2018 Berlinale, amongst others.
10-year-old Tantra is gravely ill: a tumour is shutting down all his bodily functions. He is dying.
His mother and twin sister Tantri watch helplessly as he slips into a coma. At night in her
dreams, Tantri, who is very close to her brother, can make things go back to the way they were,
because there they are playing, singing, and dancing together again. Her dreams are a tribute
to Tantra's life.

KAMILA ANDINI

(1986, Indonesia) is an Indonesian director known for her acclaimed
debut The Mirror Never Lies (2011). She is the daughter of Garin
Nugroho (also screening in Cinema Indonesia). The Seen and Unseen
(2017) world premièred at Toronto International Film Festival 2017
and has won awards including the Best Feature Film Generation
Kplus award at Berlin 2018.
DIRECTOR ATTENDING
SCREENINGS

Rialto
TUE 20 AUG 18:45h
SAT 24 AUG 13:00h
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De Balie
THU 22 AUG 19:00h

CINEMA INDONESIA

The Song of Grassroots
YUDA KURNIAWAN | INDONESIA | 2018 | 107’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES | ORIGINAL
TITLE: NYANYIAN AKAR RUMPUT

Wiji Thukul, born in 1963, was not only a well-known Indonesian poet, but above all a human
rights activist who was very critical of the Indonesian government, which was then under the
leadership of Suharto. In 1998, when the country was hit hard by a huge economic crisis and
major upheavals, Thukul disappeared without a trace. Nothing has been heard from him since
– a fate he shares with countless others.
Together with his band Merah Bercerita, founded in 2010, his now 21-year-old son Fajar Merah,
tries to keep the memory of his father alive by putting his poems to music. It's why filmmaker
Yuda Kurniawan decided to make this documentary – not only in memory of Thukul, but also as
a tribute to his son Fajar, who in his eyes achieves a perfect and very musical mix of lyrics and
notes. Meanwhile, a new president was chosen in 2014: Joko Widodo. Will he shed light on the
fate of Thukul and all other disappeared people?

YUDA KURNIAWAN

(1982, Indonesia) is an editor and filmmaker. His The Ballads of
Cinema Lovers was nominated for best feature-length documentary
at the 37th Indonesian Film Festival and competed at the Asian Film
Festival Barcelona 2018. The Song of Grassroots premièred at the
23rd Busan International Film Festival and won the CITRA Award
for Best Feature-Length Documentary at the 38th Indonesian Film
Festival.

SCREENINGS

Rialto
SAT 17 AUG 21:30h

De Balie
THU 22 AUG 21:15h
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CINEMA INDONESIA

Sultan Agung
HANUNG BRAMANTYO | INDONESIA | 2018 | 161’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

He was a powerful man: Raden Mas Rangsang (1591-1645). In 1613, he succeeded his father as
the new ruler of the Javanese kingdom of Mataram. His official name was Sultan Agung, but
many call him Agung the Great. He dreamed of uniting all the kingdoms of Java, only the VOC,
the trading company of the Dutch Republic, stood in the way of his aims. At first he got along
well with the Dutch, but when they occupied fort Jacatra (later Batavia and still later Jakarta),
he decided to take up arms against them. It brought him eternal fame: he is still honoured as a
guardian of Javanese traditions and fighter against Dutch colonialism.
Directors Hanung Bramantyo and X. Jo filmed all episodes from Agung's life in a grand and
compelling way, using Yogyakarta as the location. Dutch actor Hans de Kraker, unknown here,
but famous in Indonesia, plays the role of Jan Pieterszoon Coen.

HANUNG BRAMANTYO

(1975, Indonesia) is an award-winning Indonesian director. Following
his feature-length debut Brownies (2004), he directed various
commercial films before making religious-themed, critical box-office
hit Verses of Love (Ayat-Ayat Cinta) in 2008. Together with X. Jo he
co-directed Sultan Agung, which shows “how power, money, and love
… [can] determine the fate of a nation”.

SCREENINGS

Rialto
SAT 17 AUG 13:15h
MON 19 AUG 21:00h
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CINEMA INDONESIA

Tjoet Nja’ Dhien
EROS DJAROT | INDONESIA | 1988 | 108’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

In 2006, Indonesian film critic Ade Irwansyah called this film the "peak achievement of [Indonesia's]
film industry up till now." With its gripping story, true heroes and convincing villains, beautiful camera
work, and the hugely popular Christine Hakim in the title role, his assessment seems right on the mark.
Aceh's independence came to an end in 1871, when the Dutch placed the sultanate in northern Sumatra
under colonial rule. The Acehnese, however, put up a strong resistance, which two years later led to
a bloody war. In 1880, Teuku Umar, one of the main guerrilla leaders, married Tjoet Nja' Dhien, who
had also joined the resistance movement. When Umar died, Dhien emerged as the new, charismatic
and fearless leader, a position she held for ten years. Her actions became legendary; in 1964 she was
declared a national heroine. Director Eros Djarot tells her story.
Tjoet Nja' Dhien can be seen in a fully restored version, done in 2017 by EYE Film Museum and the
Indonesian Film Centre Foundation, in close collaboration with director Eros Djarot and producer Alwin
Abdullah.

EROS DJAROT

(1950, Indonesia) is an Indonesian songwriter, director and politician
who studied at the London International Film School. Having
composed soundtracks for many films, including the successful Badai
Pasti Berlalu, he made his directing debut in 1988 with the multiaward-winning Tjoet Nja' Dhien – Indonesia's submission for the Best
Foreign Language Film Oscar and a Caméra d'Or nominee at Cannes
1989.

SCREENINGS

Rialto
SUN 18 AUG 16:00h
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CINEMA INDONESIA SHORTS

Dluwang: The Past from the Trash
AGNI TIRTA | INDONESIA | 2017 | 25’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

You can visit the Klithikan flea market in Yogyakarta nearly every day of the year.
Toni works there, buying and selling historical documents. Here the past is hiding
in the trash.
Rialto: THU 22 AUG 21:45h & SAT 24 AUG 14:30h

Elinah
NINNDI RARAS | INDONESIA | 2018 | 19’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

14-year-old Elinah is seven months pregnant and preparing herself for life as a stayat-home mom and caring housewife. She does so by endlessly talking to her unborn
child.
Rialto: TUE 20 AUG 18:45h & SAT 24 AUG 13:00h

De Balie: THU 22 AUG 19:00h

Following Diana
KAMILA ANDINI | INDONESIA | 2015 | 40’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES |
ORIGINAL TITLE: SENDIRI DIANA SENDIRI

Diana's husband comes home one day with "big news": he has found a second wife and
expects Diana to live in harmony with her. Diana, however, has ideas of her own.
DIRECTOR ATTENDING
Rialto: MON 19 AUG 18:45h

A Gift
ADITYA AHMAD | INDONESIA | 2018 | 15’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES |
ORIGINAL TITLE: KADO

Short film about gender and identity. Isfi can wear pants when she is with her guy
friends, but must go veiled when visiting her girlfriend Nita. She is planning a special
gift for Nita's birthday. Best Short Film, 2018 Venice Film Festival.
Rialto: TUE 20 AUG 16:45h & FRI 23 AUG 14:30h

De Balie: WED 21 AUG 21:30h

It's Wijilan
ALEXANDER SINAGA | INDONESIA | 2018 | 20’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

In Wijilan Village, in the middle of Yogyakarta, lie the origins of Hellhouse, a hip-hop
collective teaching workshops to kids and teens. The young participants, aka Kids on
the Beats, love it. Some adults not so much...
Rialto: SAT 17 AUG 21:30h 		
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De Balie: THU 22 AUG 21:15h

CINEMA INDONESIA SHORTS

Ladies on Top
WAHYU AGUNG PRASETYO | INDONESIA | 2018 | 30’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES |
ORIGINAL TITLE: TILIK

The prettiest girl in the village, Dian has already been courted by many men. Yet she is
still single. How come, some villagers wonder, and who will marry her?
Rialto: MON 19 AUG 18:45h

Mother from Jambi
ANGGUN PRADESHA, RIKKY M. FAJAR | INDONESIA | 2015 | 38’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN |
ENGLISH SUBTITLES | ORIGINAL TITLE: EMAK DARI JAMBI

A mother travels from Jambi, Sumatra, to the metropolis of Jakarta to visit her son,
who, she discovers, has come out as trans. What counts more: her religious values
or the love for her child?
PRODUCER ATTENDING
Rialto: SUN 18 AUG 17:15h

Onomastika
LOELOE HENDRA | INDONESIA | 2014 | 15’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

A little boy, left unnamed by his parents, lives with his grandfather, who has a surplus
of names. He instructs the boy to search for a name that suits him.

Rialto: SAT 17 AUG 15:15h

A Plastic Cup of Tea Before Her
MAKBUL MUBARAK | INDONESIA, MALAYSIA | 2018 | 15’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

A taciturn, rather timid store clerk spots an unlikely opportunity to finally get close
to the object of his infatuation. That is, just as long as nobody knows anything about
it.
Rialto: FRI 23 AUG 19:15h

Rest in Peace
MOHAMMAD REZA FAHRIYANSYAH | INDONESIA | 2018 | 25’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN |
ENGLISH SUBTITLES | ORIGINAL TITLE: KEMBALILAH DENGAN TENANG

The life of Santoso and his wife Wati breaks apart when their son Agung dies
unexpectedly. Santoso is faced with the difficult task of preparing the funeral.
Rialto: SAT 17 AUG 19:00h & TUE 20 AUG 21:15h

De Balie: MON 19 AUG 19:00h
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CINEMA INDONESIA SHORTS

Rong
KELIK SRI NUGROHO | INDONESIA | 2018 | 34’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

28-year-old Ningsih suddenly becomes possessed by the demon Ratu Dhemit on her
wedding day. Her fiancé Aminudin, her parents, her in-laws, they all are powerless.
Then Pak Soekardjo makes his appearance...
Rialto: MON 19 AUG 18:45h

Sandy Sugar
SARAH ADILAH | INDONESIA | 2017 | 14’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES |
ORIGINAL TITLE: GULA DAN PASIR

Iko and his younger sister Ila keep getting into fights, whether it be about a kite, the change
from their cookie-selling mother, or whatever. One day they are sent to buy a bag of sugar...
DIRECTOR ATTENDING
Rialto: SAT 17 AUG 21:15h

& WED 21 AUG 21:30h

Subur is Honest
GELORA YUDHASWARA | INDONESIA | 2018 | 16’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES |
ORIGINAL TITLE: SUBUR ITU JUJUR

Honesty really is the best policy. 12-year-old Subur is a fat kid who has to take a running
test at school. Many of his fellow students cheat, but not Subur. This doesn't go unnoticed!
Rialto: SUN 18 AUG 21:15h & TUE 20 AUG 16:30h

Ulfie Pulang Kampung
NITTA NAZYRA C. NOER, DAUD SUMOLANG | INDONESIA | 2009 | 45’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN |
ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Transgender Ulfie lives and works in Jakarta, while her family still resides in Aceh.
After many years she decides to go back only to find out that many of her friends have
died of AIDS. Ulfie herself is HIV positive.
PRODUCER ATTENDING
Rialto: SUN 18 AUG 17:15h
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Films from:

vu.ontheroofff.nl
#vuontheroofff
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Still: Sranan Folktales “Ricky”

WCA presents
Short and long films by Dutch filmmakers who have
roots in Africa, Asia, Latin America or the Caribbean:
this is WCA Presents, a new programme feature in
the 10th edition of our festival. It follows logically
and organically from the priorities Rialto and WCA
have always stuck to in their programming and film
selection. The main aim is connecting the present
and next generation of Dutch filmmakers with Dutch
film viewers, while also highlighting their talent and
quality to these viewers as well as to foreign curators
of festivals, with whom we have developed good
relations over the years.

These talented filmmakers all live and work in
Amsterdam, as do Dutch-Maluku director Jim
Taihuttu, whose De Oost is expected for release in
March 2020, a feature film about the Indonesian
Independence War, and Chinese-Dutch Juli Ng,
whose debut documentary We zijn meer dan Babi
Pangang will be out in 2020.

This is definitely necessary, as the position and
visibility of Dutch makers with non-Dutch roots has
been a recurring topic for at least the past 30 years. I
have been involved in several of these initiatives, but
I'm not seeing much results as yet. The fine words of
policymakers in the government or at the Dutch Film
Fund or public broadcasting companies in the past
have turned out to be mainly window dressing, while
real changes and improvements were not made.

Following this same line, WCA is already looking
for the next generation of Dutch film talents. This
is done at Rialto throughout the year with Rialto
for Short, and during this festival edition with the
already successful collaborations with, among
others, the SmartZwartcollective/Directors Round
Table, presenting short films during WCA, and
Right About Now Inc., with a special WCA edition
of their movie nights. The common thread here is
the crossover between film and other disciplines by
young Dutch black filmmakers.

However, we seem to have reached a turning point,
at least if you look at the debut films that have been
released in art houses and cinemas over the past
year. Actor and director Raymi Sambo made his
very personal Aan niets overleden, renowned WCA
director Aboozar Amini was responsible for the
IDFA opening film, Kabul, City in the Wind, and
recently De Libi by Shady El-Hamus premiered in
Dutch cinemas country-wide.
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In short, filmmakers who have roots in those
parts of the world that constitute World Cinema
Amsterdam's raison d'être, are finally claiming their
rightful place in the Dutch film world.

I wish everyone lots of fun and food for thought at
WCA Presents!
Raymond Walravens,
Director & Curator World Cinema Amsterdam

WCA PRESENTS

Aan niets overleden
RAYMI SAMBO | NETHERLANDS | 2018 | 90’ | DUTCH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

In large sections of the Surinamese and Antillean community, the topic of homosexuality is still
a taboo. Raymi Sambo dramatized this subject in his theatre production Aan niets overleden
(Died of Nothing), which was brought to the stage in 2014. After making several short films,
Sambo decided to make his play into a film. Esther Duysker wrote the script.
Thilda Purperhart, a woman with Caribbean roots, lives with her daughter Joyce in a flat in the
Amsterdam suburb Bijlmer. Her son Kevin lives there as well, but Thilda takes great pains to
keep his presence hidden from the outside world. Thing is, Kevin is ill, he has the "gay disease"
AIDS, which, if it became known, would bring disgrace on the family. As he isn't receiving any
medical treatment, his health is deteriorating rapidly. Then one day the doorbell rings: it is
Julius, who has come to visit his old school friend Kevin. Starring Perla Thissen, Jonata Taal
and Erwin Boschmans in the lead roles.

RAYMI SAMBO

(1971, Curaçao) is a Dutch actor, director, writer and producer. He has
acted on television and in films including All Stars (1997), Zoop in
Afrika (2005) and Spangas in Action (2015). He is artistic director
of Theatergroep Raymi Sambo Maakt, producing plays including the
stage version of Aan niets overleden. Aan niets overleden (2018) is his
first feature film.
DIRECTOR ATTENDING
SCREENINGS

Rialto
FRI 16 AUG 21:45h
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WCA PRESENTS

Kabul, City in de Wind
ABOOZAR AMINI | NETHERLANDS, AFGHANISTAN, GERMANY | 2019| 88’ | PERSIAN SPOKEN |
ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Aboozar Amini (1985) came to the Netherlands as a 14-year-old refugee, only to return to his
country of origin for Kabul, City in the Wind. Telling two stories, the film shows the world
of violence-ridden Kabul: young teenager Afshin is looking after his little brother Benjamin,
as their father has left to work abroad, making Afshin the "man of the house". Meanwhile,
the resourceful bus driver Abas struggles to make ends meet, with a vehicle that is largely in
tatters.
Director Amini is no stranger to WCA. He was a jury member for the 2018 festival and his short
Angelus Novus was screened during the 2015 edition. The equally subdued and impressive
Kabul, City in the Wind, his first full-length documentary, received the 2018 IDFA Special
Jury Award.

ABOOZAR AMINI

(1985, Afghanistan) immigrated to the Netherlands aged 14. His
shorts Angelus Novus and Where is Kurdistan? screened at WCA
in 2015 and 2016 and his latest short, Best Day Ever, opened the
Directors’ Fortnight shorts programme at Cannes 2018. Kabul, City
in the Wind (2018) opened the 2018 IDFA in Amsterdam, winning the
First Appearance Special Jury Award.

SCREENINGS

Rialto
FRI 16 AUG 16:45h
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WCA PRESENTS

De Libi
SHADY EL-HAMUS | NETHERLANDS| 2019| 104’ | DUTCH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

So far director Shady El-Hamus had mainly shot short films, especially impressing critics with
the multi-award winning Nachtschade in 2017. With this first feature, he set out take the film
world by storm "with a positive punch". To make this happen he made a sparkling comedy about
the zest for life, guts and friendship of Amsterdam high school students and friends Bilal,
Gregg and Kev.
Bilal and Gregg are kicked out of class by their art teacher, as good a reason as any to skip school
for the rest of the day. Events take an interesting turn when they meet slightly older cute Jessie.
Bilal is especially taken with her. She agrees to see the boys again, though only if they'll come
to the exclusive nightclub Jimmy Woo. The chances of them ever getting past the doorman are
next to none. But maybe... This is where they need Kev, who they therefore also pluck out of
class. An absurd 24-hour quest to get into Jimmy Woo begins.

SHADY EL-HAMUS

(1988, the Netherlands) is an award-winning Dutch director and
screenwriter. He was the first ever graduate from the Netherlands
Film Academy in both directing and writing. His most recent short,
Nachtschade (2017), is the Dutch entry for the 2018 Oscars. Shady’s
debut feature, De Libi (2019), a high paced story about three
Amsterdam high school friends, is El Hamus' debut feature.

SCREENINGS

De Balie
SUN 18 AUG 21:30h

Rialto
SAT 24 AUG 17:00h
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WCA PRESENTS

Tiempo de lluvia
ITANDEHUI JANSEN | MEXICO | 2018 | 89’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

What happens to a culture's identity and continuity when the younger generation is forced
to leave for other places because they offer better prospects? This is the question director
Itandehui Jansen poses in her feature debut written by herself. With globalization, questions
like these are more relevant than ever, especially for Jansen herself as the daughter of a Mixtec
mother and a Dutch father. The result is a poetic ode to life in small, rural communities.
The Mexican state of Oaxaca, deep in the south of the country, is the home of the Mixtec, one of
the indigenous Indian peoples. It's where Soledad, a traditional healer, lives with her 7-year-old
grandson José; his mother Adela, Soledad's daughter, left many years ago to work in Mexico
City. One day Adela calls: she is getting married and now wants José to come and live with her
in the city. Soledad is filled with doubt.

ITANDEHUI JANSEN

(Mexico) studied filmmaking at the Netherlands Film Academy and
participated in the Binger Film Lab and Berlinale Talent Campus.
She lectures in film at the University of Edinburgh. Her short film El
último consejo (2012) won several international awards. Her debut
feature, the micro-budget Tiempo de lluvia (2018), screened at over
twenty festivals, also winning several awards.
DIRECTOR ATTENDING
SCREENINGS

Rialto
SAT 17 AUG 17:15h
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De Balie
SUN 18 AUG 16:30h

WCA PRESENTS

Club RIGHTABOUTNOW – Movie Night
VAR. DIRECTORS | NETHERLANDS | 120’

Club RIGHTABOUTNOW – Movie Night presents remarkable young Dutch filmmakers from
the urban scene, who started out as self-taught video clip makers. Three of them are invited to
share their visual inspiration. Their work, their fascinations, their artistic mind and personal
artisthood are reasons for a meet & greet and the celebration of crossovers in urban culture.
The programme includes: Aidan by Gianni Grot, Indigo by Fumilayo Koswal and Since 93 by
Framez. The night's moderator is Right About Now creative director Maarten van Hinte.
Aidan tells the story of a young street-smart poet juggling career and care-giving for his
demented grandmother. In Indigo we follow the eponymous protagonist; while travelling from
the Bijlmer to his grandmother he meets several people who give him wise life lessons. Since 93
zooms in on talented rapper Cho.

RIGHTABOUTNOW INC.

is an Urban Performing Arts Center in Amsterdam, with a metropolitan outlook and an
international image. For RIGHTABOUTNOW INC. diversity is the most powerful source of
cultural identity, artistic renewal, social change, and innovation. We bring together artists from
different cultures, disciplines and subcultures to turn diversity into artistic expressions, by
being a platform for new stories in old cities.
DIRECTORS ATTENDING

SCREENINGS

Rialto
FRI 23 AUG 19:00h
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WCA PRESENTS

Curaçao Artists
SHARELLY EMANUELSON, TESSA BOERMAN | CURAÇAO, NETHERLANDS | 2018 | 51’ |
DUTCH, PAPIAMENTU SPOKEN

Compilation programme consisting of three short films, all focussing on Curaçao. Free as a
Bird by Sharelly Emanuelson zooms in on the life and work of versatile artist Geerdine Kuijpers.
Having lived in Curaçao for more than 50 years, Kuijpers is best known for her life work The Art
& Nature Inn, an apartment building in Willemstad that she has transformed over decades into
an ecological, colourful, spiritual magic garden.
Filmmaker Tessa Boerman also chose an artist from Curaçao as a subject: Tirzo Martha. In
her eponymous documentary she shows how his work is deeply rooted in Curaçao, which is
reflected in his use of images and materials. Martha is a "yu di Kòrsou", a child from Curaçao.
In addition to these two art documentaries, the programme includes a short fiction film by
Emanuelson: Juni – about a group of four Curaçaoan teenage boys often hanging out together.
Juni makes a choice to take control of his own future.

SHARELLY EMANUELSON (1986, Curaçao) has made documentaries, installations and short films, usually on subjects linked to
Caribbean life. Her recent work includes the documentaries Yamada
(2018) and Welterusten papa (2018).
TESSA BOERMAN is a documentary filmmaker, programmer and
cultural advisor. Her work focuses on issues of representation,
diversity and inclusion and includes the short documentaries Painted
Black (2008) and Puck en het raadsel van de codes (2014).
TESSSA BOERMAN & TIRZO MARTHA ATTENDING
SCREENINGS

Rialto
SAT 24 AUG 15:30h
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WCA PRESENTS

Indigo
VAR. DIRECTORS | NETHERLANDS | 120’

To mark its five-year milestone, The Directors Roundtable is presenting several shorts & clips
by talented Dutch filmmakers of colour, under the umbrella name of INDIGO. By providing a
platform for filmmakers and like-minded individuals of colour, INDIGO strives to create a unique
experience rewarding the makers and introducing them to a wider audience, while also bringing
them together to exchange ideas and to further partnerships, both nationally and internationally.
In this edition: film and video work by Jordi Wijnalda (Gilles), Loëlle Monsanto (Sranan Folktales
"Ricky"), Angelo Ormskerk (Mind's Eye), Giovanni Volkerts (Blauwe Dag) and Dave Edhard
(Back in the Day). The screening will be followed by a round-table discussion with screenwriter
Ashar Medina and director Hesdy Lonwijk, amongst others, who will examine the Dutch film
industry by means of critical questions to open up the dialogue for a more inclusive industry.

THE DIRECTORS ROUNDTABLE AMSTERDAM

was founded in 2014 by and for filmmakers/professionals of colour in the Netherlands and the
Caribbean. INDIGO is led by a dedicated team of talented creatives with Valerie Jane (Managing
Director / Creative Director) and Ray Blinker (Managing partner / Creative Producer) at the
helm.
DIRECTORS ATTENDING

SCREENINGS

Rialto
FRI 16 AUG 19:00h
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GO CUBA!

Antes que llegue el Ferry
VAR. DIRECTORS | CUBA, SPAIN | 2018 | 85’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

An absurd, chaotic collage of life in Havana in 2015, shortly before the ferry service between
the United States and Cuba was to resume after more than 50 years, bringing a mass influx
of American tourists. The stories, brought in a hybrid mix of fiction, documentary and
animation, show the absurdities of daily life in a time full of expectations and uncertainties
after the announcement that relations between the US and Cuba would be restored. Stories
that couldn't happen anywhere else but in "Absurdistan" - The Surrealist Republic of Cuba.
Antes que llegue el Ferry won the Special Jury Award, Work in Progress Section at Gibara FF,
Cuba, in 2017.

JUAN CAUNEDO (1982, Cuba) is a Spanish filmmaker and editor.
He has his work screening at over 80 film festivals, winning 15 awards.
VLADIMIR GARCIA (1972, Cuba) is a Cuban filmmaker, illustrator,
animator and set designer. He has directed shorts, documentaries,
videos and animations for among others Cuban Television and the
Cuban Film Institute’s Animation Studios.
RAÚL ESCOBAR (1966, Cuba) is a visual artist and experimental
filmmaker. His acclaimed work has been included in exhibitions of
Cuban Visual Arts both nationally and internationally.
SCREENINGS

Rialto
SUN 18 AUG 21:30h
WED 21 AUG 16:00h
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GO CUBA!

La teoría cubana de la sociedad perfecta
RICARDO FIGUEREDO | CUBA | 2019 | 60’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES | WORK-IN-PROGRESS

In this documentary by director Ricardo Figueredo several people tell about everyday
restrictions and share their experiences with free speech and censorship in post-revolutionary
Cuba. What has become of the revolutionary ideal of the 1960s of creating the "Socialist New
Man", who would be free of all the corruptions of the capitalist system? Like all humans, the
people portrayed in this documentary are far from perfect, but they have been excluded from
mainstream society because they are different or they are being censored for what they think
or write. The film is a journey through the minds of the different generations of Cubans living
on the island.

RICARDO FIGUEREDO

(1972, Cuba) attended the Film and Television School in Cuba and New
York Film Academy Workshops. He has produced shorts and features
and founded the Cooperativa Producciones documentary production
lab, and directed documentaries Sexo, historias y cintas de video
and Despertar and mockumentary Operación Alfa (2012). In 2016 he
attended WCA with the documentary La singular historia de Juan
sin Nada.

SCREENINGS

Rialto
SUN 18 AUG 19:15h
WED 21 AUG 19:15h
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GO CUBA! SHORTS

Atardecer en el trópico
MARTA MARÍA BORRÁS | CUBA | 2019 | 19’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

A father and daughter share a house, a song, a country, and their love for each other.
They are content with their own lives, while also wishing for something better for
the one they love. Is that possible?
Rialto: WED 21 AUG 17:45h

Flying Pigeon
DANIEL SANTOYO | CUBA | 2018 | 27’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

While an old man is trying to protect his "flying pigeon" bicycle, robbers Javier and
Roberto have to tackle feelings of guilt and work ethics. Who will manage to get the
bike?
Rialto: WED 21 AUG 17:45h

Las muertes de Aristides
LÁZARO LEMUS | CUBA | 2018 | 16’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

19-year-old Arístedes died while serving in the Cuban navy. There are no pictures of
him, only a letter he sent to his sister shortly before his death.

Rialto: WED 21 AUG 17:45h

El sucesor - Episode 1 & 2
CARLOS QUINTELA | CUBA | 2019 | 30’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Specifically for WCA director Carlos Quintela made this cinematographic version
of the web series El sucesor, about Octavio Díaz-Canel, a satirical representation of
the current President of Cuba.
EPISODE 1
As the current President of Cuba appointed by Raul Castro, "El sucesor" is actually
just a puppet who is supposed to continue the communist regime. However, it could
be that the invisible strings do not control his mind.
EPISODE 2
On the occasion of the 166th anniversary of the birth of the Cuban National Hero
José Martí, "El sucesor" will stream his first speech through the 4G network
launched on the island. His first live performance as president could change the
course of the country's history.
DIRECTOR ATTENDING
Rialto: SUN 18 AUG 19:15h
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& WED 21 AUG 19:15h
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Still: The Swallows of Kabul

SPECIAL SCREENINGS

Monos
ALEJANDRO LANDES | COLOMBIA, ARGENTINA, NETHERLANDS | 2019| 102’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH
SUBTITLES | RELEASED BY GUSTO ENTERTAINMENT ON 5 SEPTEMBER

They have code names like Dog, Boom Boom, Rambo, Smurf, and Bigfoot, and they are the
teen soldiers of The Organization. Their commander instructs them to guard their prisoner,
the American woman doctor Sara Watson, while also keeping an eye on their cow Shakira. No
sooner has he left than all the boys' military discipline disappears to be replaced by typical
teenage things like drinking, partying, flirting, and fooling around with the weapons. As the
fight comes closer things change.
Rather than telling a political story about child soldiers with the hallucinatory thriller Monos,
Colombian-Ecuadorian director Alejandro Landes, whose Porfirio won the 2011 WCA Jury
Award, gives his vision of the flimsy layer of civilization disappearing without a trace when lives
are at stake: Lord of the Flies 2.0. Breath-taking camera work by Dutch DoP Jasper Wolf, score
by Mica Levi (Under the Skin).

ALEJANDRO LANDES

(1980, Brazil) worked as an assistant producer on a weekly news
broadcast show and wrote for the Miami Herald before becoming a
film director, producer and screenwriter. He is known for directing
Spanish-language films such as Porfirio (Directors’ Fortnight 2011,
WCA 2016) and Cocalero (2007). Monos won him a World Cinema
Dramatic Special Jury Award at Sundance 2019.

SCREENINGS

Rialto
TUE 20 AUG 19:00h
FRI 23 AUG 16:45h
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SPECIAL SCREENINGS

Nuestro tiempo
CARLOS REYGADAS | MEXICO, FRANCE, GERMANY | 2018 | 173’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES |
RELEASED BY CONTACT FILM ON 3 OCTOBER

The complexity of love relationships is a recurring theme in the work of renowned Mexican
director Carlos Reygadas. In his films – like Japón, Stellet licht, Post tenebras lux – he uses
much visual, at times magical flair to show how unhappy love, jealousy and estrangement can
knock people off-kilter. His latest revolves around the same topic, though the story is more
intimate and immersive due to the lead roles being played by Reygadas and his wife Natalia
López themselves.
Juan, a poet, and his wife Esther run a bull ranch somewhere in rural Mexico. When she hits it off
really well with Phil, horse trainer and her husband's friend, Juan, not immediately concerned,
actually encourages her to start an affair with Phil. They are in an open marriage after all. She
actually does so, though she won't tell much about it, much to Juan's frustration. Gradually,
uncertainty, jealousy, and mistrust start overshadowing his rational thinking.

CARLOS REYGADAS

(1971, Mexico) started making shorts in 1998. His feature debut Japón
(2002, WCA 2010) premiered at IFFR. Batalla en el cielo (2005),
Stellet licht (2007) and Post tenebras lux (2012) were selected for
the Golden Palm Competition in Cannes; Stellet licht won the Jury
Prize, while Reygadas was rewarded Best Director for Post tenebras
lux.

SCREENINGS

Rialto
THU 22 AUG 20:45h
FRI 23 AUG 14:00h
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SPECIAL SCREENINGS

Rojo
BENJAMÍN NAISHTAT | ARGENTINA, BRAZIL, NETHERLANDS | 2018 | 109’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH
SUBTITLES | RELEASED BY SEPTEMBER FILM ON 12 SEPTEMBER

1975, a small town in Argentina: Claudio, the town's most successful lawyer, is basically a
decent guy, that is when he is not involved in various shady affairs, like arranging the sale of an
abandoned house from which the real owners have vanished. The potential buyer is convinced
that they will never return, so who cares. Not long after, the Chilean detective Sinclair arrives
in town to investigate a disappearance. He has some very uncomfortable questions for Claudio.
With its colour palette and shooting style this third film by Argentinian director Benjamín
Naishtat, who also wrote the screenplay, has the touch and feel of an actual 70's crime film. It
also shows what was wrong in Argentina in those years. After Lieutenant General Jorge Videla
had seized power in 1976, disappearances became a daily reality. But many looked the other
way. The score is by Vincent van Warmerdam.

BENJAMÍN NAISHTAT

(1986, Argentina) is a writer, director and editor who graduated in
film in Buenos Aires in 2008, then participated in the ‘Le FresnoyStudio national des arts contemporains' programme in France. He
has made commissioned films in Argentina and Cameroon. His third
feature, Rojo (2018), won the Silver Seashell for Best Director at San
Sebastián 2018.

SCREENINGS

Rialto
WED 21 AUG 16:45h
FRI 23 AUG 21:45h
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SPECIAL SCREENINGS

The Swallows of Kabul
ZABOU BREITMAN, ELÉA GOBBÉ-MÉVELLEC | FRANCE, LUXEMBOURG, SWITZERLAND | 2019 | 82’ |
FRENCH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES | RELEASED BY IMAGINE ON 26 SEPTEMBER

How do you ensure that a film about the Taliban becomes more than a one-dimensional indictment?
To achieve this, French actress and theatre & film director Zabou Breitman sat down with likewise
French animation filmmaker Eléa Gobbé-Mévellec. In their immersive animation film based on a
novel by Yasmina Khadra, they paint in beautiful watercolour hues an occasionally harsh world
populated by authentic, layered characters. In order to better relate to the drawn characters, the
film was shot with the voice actors dressed in costume.
Kabul, 1998: the Taliban have seized power, which has far-reaching consequences for young, liberalminded teacher Mohsen and his striking wife Zunaira. Mohsen's dream of becoming a diplomat has
been shattered, while Zunaira is allowed to walk the streets of Kabul only when fully veiled. Then
there's Atiq, a jailer who guards people who have been sentenced to death. His wife, Musarrat, is
terminally ill. Following an unfortunate event, the lives of these four people become tied together.

ZABOU BREITMAN

(1959, France) started her film career in Elle voit des nains partout!
(1982), going on to act in films such as Banzaï (1983) and La Baule les
Pins (1990). In 1992, she acted in the play and film version of JeanPierre Bacri and Agnès Jaoui’s Cuisine et dépendances. She made
her directorial debut with Se souvenir des belles choses (2001).

ELÉA GOBBÉ-MÉVELLEC
SCREENINGS

Rialto
SUN 18 AUG 15:30h
THU 22 AUG 16:45h

(1985, France) studied animation at the L'École de l'image Gobelins.
Her shorts Madame (2006) and Escale (2010) screened at the Annecy
festival. She has worked as a graphic designer and animator on
shorts including César nominee Bang Bang! and the animated series
Lastman (2016). The Swallows of Kabul (2019) is her first feature film
as a director.
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SPECIAL SCREENINGS

A Tale of Three Sisters
EMIN ALPER | TURKEY, GERMANY, NETHERLANDS | 2019 | 108’ | TURKISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES |
RELEASED BY CHERRY PICKERS ON 7 NOVEMBER

A mountain village in Anatolia, 1980s: following his wife's death, widower Şevket had sent his
three daughters to the city as besleme, meaning that they moved in with well-off families as
both foster children and maids. After getting pregnant the oldest daughter Reyhan had to
leave her family though. Back home, Şevket married her off to the rather dim-witted shepherd
Veysel. The two younger sisters eventually returned as well, the rebellious Nurhan because she
had gotten into an argument with her foster mother, while the youngest sister, Havva, was sent
back after a death in her foster family. Lacking the means to support his daughters, Şevket
tries to figure out how to get the girls off his hands again.
In his third film, Turkish director Emin Alper combines Turkish folktale elements with beautiful
camera work including striking chiaroscuro moments, while also showing what life was like for
women in rural Turkey.

EMIN ALPER

(1974, Turkey) trained in economics and holds a PhD in Turkish
Modern History. His first feature, Beyond the Hill (2012), received
awards including the Berlinale Forum’s Caligari Film Prize. His
second feature, Frenzy (2015), screened at WCA in 2016. A Tale of
Three Sisters won the Golden Tulip for Best Film at the 38th Istanbul
International Film Festival.

SCREENINGS

Rialto
MON 19 AUG 16:30h
THU 22 AUG 18:30h
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SPECIAL SCREENINGS

An Unexpected Love
JUAN VERA | ARGENTINA | 2018 | 129’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES |
RELEASED BY MOOOV ON 17 OCTOBER

What happens to a couple's relationship when their only child, for whom they have cared for so
long, decides to move out? It's what Argentinian debuting director Juan Vera, who has made his
mark in the film world mainly as a producer, shows us in this warm, romantic comedy, for which
he also wrote the screenplay.
Marcos and Ana have been married for 25 years. They live in Buenos Aires and have one son,
Luciano, who they have raised with lots of love and care. Now Luciano has grown up and is ready
to spread his wings. He decides to leave home, even move from Argentina to study in Madrid.
Without their son, it's suddenly just the two of them again. As they soon discover, they don't
have much to say to each other any more, they have nothing in common. A divorce follows, they
both want to explore new horizons. However, things turn out not to be that easy.

JUAN VERA

(Argentina) attended film school in Argentina before going on to
produce more than 30 films, including El hijo de la novia (2001) and El
último traje (2018), both of which screened at the Filmfest München
2002. The romantic comedy An Unexpected Love (2018), which he cowrote, is his first film as a director.

SCREENINGS

Rialto
MON 19 AUG 16:45h
SAT 24 AUG 19:30h
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SPECIAL SCREENINGS

Botero
DON MILLAR | CANADA, COLOMBIA | 2018 | 82’ | ENGLISH, SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

As a teenager, Colombian painter and sculptor Fernando Botero (Medellín, 1932) took
bullfighting classes. Apparently he lacked sufficient aptitude, his talent rather lay in painting
bullfights – actually, painting in general. He held his first exhibition in Bogotá as young as aged
19. Over the years, he developed a unique, figurative style characterised by his fascination with
size and volume. The people and animals Botero depicts look very fat, though in fact all he
does is strongly accentuate certain body parts. His later work increasingly also expresses his
political and social commitment.
Director Don Millar shot his first long documentary in ten cities around the world to portray
the life and work of Botero, creating a poetic, behind-the-scenes chronicle of the "Maestro".
This film will be screened as part of Rialto’s monthly art programme: Cracking the Frame.

DON MILLAR

(Canada) is a film and television director. His previous directorial
credits include the climate change short documentary Oil Slick
(2016), the biopic Full Force (2016) about rugby star Harry Jones, and
the scripted narrative Off the Clock (2016). He is a lens-based visual
artist and a former board member for the Vancouver Contemporary
Art Gallery; Millar has studied English literature, painting and
cinematography.
DIRECTOR ATTENDING
SCREENINGS

Rialto
WED 21 AUG 21:15h
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Sir Winnaar Audience Award 2018
nu te zien op

TICKET SALES: ONLINE AND AT THE BOX OFF
PRICES

MAIN VENUES

Rialto
Ceintuurbaan 338
+31 (0)20-6768700
rialtofilm.nl

Regular ticket: € 11,00
With discount*: € 8,50
Early bird**: € 10,00
Five tickets: € 40,00
Cineville pass: free admission
World Cinema Open Air @ Vondelpark
and Marie Heinekenplein:
Free entrance (donations appreciated)

De Balie
Kleine-Gartmanplantsoen 10
+31 (0)20-5535100
DE BALIE.nl

Nu in het
filmtheater.
Nu bij jou
thuis.
FESTIVAL FOOD

Ticket sale starts 1 August, 2019

* Discount with a valid CJP, Stadspas
(with a green dot) or student card
Las herederas
Jury
2018for online tickets
** Winnaar
Available
till Award
14 August
only

 worldcinemaamsterdam
 WCA2019

Weldi

#WCA2019

Delicious meals by Ron Gastro
Indonesia for € 12,50. Availabl
16 till 24 August at Rialto only
21:00h)

Kijk de beste films van
World Cinema Amsterdam
2018 nu ook thuis. Voor als je
een keer geen tijd of zin hebt
om de deur uit te gaan.

worldcinem

Zin in film? Ga naar Picl.nl

Sergio & Serguéi
ALL WORLD CINEMA AMSTERDAM
2019
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WCA JUNIOR

Een streepje meer (3+)
VAR. DIRECTORS | VAR. COUNTRIES | 2018| 46’ |
NO DIALOGUE

WCA Junior
Rialto has a long tradition in presenting
special, beautiful children's films. However,
Dutch cinemas rarely feature films from
Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Middle East
or the Caribbean, even though more and more
children with non-Western roots now live in the
Netherlands. They will find it harder to identify
with the current Dutch film programming,
which is by and large dominated by films from
the US, the Netherlands and Scandinavia.
To address this, the anniversary edition of
World Cinema Amsterdam includes a small
but charming programme with titles from
the attractive selection of our partner Mooov
from Flanders. In their attempt to tackle this
very issue, Mooov has purchased children's
and family films from non-Western countries,
which they will also offer for screening at Dutch
cinemas and in an educational context, starting
this fall. These films are perfect for the whole
family to sit down to or to go see with a friend.
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Everyone is different – the children and animals in
these beautiful shorts do not look alike, but they
all have a special talent. Meet Plump Penny who
would love to be able to dive like the slim girl high
up on the diving board. And meet the white crow,
always shunned by the black crows that won't even
listen to him. Zebra Zibilla isn't having an easy
time either: she moves house and is the only one
with stripes, so nobody wants to play with her. And
how about the little dragon that could never beat
the two big dragons. Or could it?

SCREENINGS

Rialto
SUN 18 AUG 13:30h
WED 21 AUG 13:30h

WCA
JUNIOR
SPECIAL
SCREENINGS

Chuskit (9+)

Pahuna (9+)

PRIYA RAMASUBBAN| INDIA | 2018 | 89’ | LADAKHI
SPOKEN| DUTCH SUBTITLES

PAAKHI A. TYREWALA | NEPAL, INDIA | 2018 | 88’ |
NEPALI SPOKEN | DUTCH SUBTITLES

Chuskit is a happy, lively girl who will soon be off
to school, something she and her friends are really
looking forward to. Then she gets into an accident,
which leaves her paralysed. This completely
changes her life. She can no longer leave the
house, so playing outdoors is out of the question,
as is going to school. Chuskit is very unhappy. Her
grandfather tells her to just chin up and accept
her fate. But resigning to her fate is not an option
for brave Chuskit. She refuses to give up! Set in
the Himalayas, in northern India, the film gives an
insight into the life and customs of the mountain
people in this beautiful area.

When their village on the border of Nepal and
India is attacked by soldiers, Pranay and his sister
Amrita are forced to flee with their baby brother.
While their mother stays behind to search for their
father, the children leave with the neighbours.
Overhearing one of them saying that they will find
shelter in a church, but that the priests eat babies,
the children sneak away from the group, afraid
that their little brother would no longer be safe.
Now they are on their own. Fortunately, they soon
find an old bus in the forest where they can hide.
As they wait for their mother to find them, they
make themselves comfortable in the bus and try
to take good care of each other. There they wait,
and wait, and wait...

PRIYA RAMASUBBAN

PAAKHI A. TYREWALA

(1972, India) spent many years
making films such as Lost Kings
of Israel and Divine Delinquents
for international broadcasters
such as National Geographic,
Discovery and History Channel.
She evolved the story for Chuskit
(2018) – which won the Children's Jury Award:
Global Zoom Prize at Children's Film Festival
Seattle 2019 – at a National Film Development
Corporation of India screenwriter’s lab.

(1984, India) is a writer turned
director whose career in film
started as a child performer. Her
directing debut was a song in
Jaane Tu Ya Jaane Na (2008);
her short Kajal won Best Film
& Best Music at the Feedback
Female Film Festival, and Best Actress at the
Banglore Shorts Film Festival. Pahuna is her
first feature

SCREENINGS

SCREENINGS

Rialto
SAT 17 AUG 13:00h
WED 21 AUG 14:00h

Rialto
SUN 18 AUG 13:45h
SAT 24 AUG 12:45h
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OPEN AIR

Lightning Catching Adventure
KUNTZ AGUS | INDONESIA| 2018| 90’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES |
ORIGINAL TITLE: PETUALANGAN MENANGKAP PETIR

Sitting at the computer indoors all day or enjoying time outdoors — what's better? Director
Kuntz Agus gives an answer in this timeless story about the power of friendship.
In Hong Kong, 10-year-old Sterling never played outside. His overprotective mother didn't
allow it. He doesn't even know how to ride a bicycle. He is great at making vlogs though and
has thousands of followers on YouTube. When his parents relocate to Jakarta, Sterling and
his mother temporarily move in with his grandfather in the picturesque village of Selo. Here
he meets Gianto, a boy with the irresistible dream of shooting a film. Sterling is thrilled, and
together they decide to make a film based on the legend of Ki Ageng Sela: The Adventures of
the Lightning-Catcher. Wedding video maker Kriwil offers to help, as do many of the village
children. Surrounded by real-life friends, Sterling discovers a whole new world. But how does
his mother feel about all this?

KUNTZ AGUS

(1981, Indonesia) spent many years as a programmer at the Yogyakarta
Documentary Film Festival before moving into directing. He is known
for documentaries, TV series and shorts. His debut short, Marni,
was followed by his first feature, Republik Twitter, which closed
the CinemAsia Film Festival in Amsterdam 2012. His latest film,
Lightning Catching Adventure, is his third feature.

SCREENINGS

MHplein
SAT 10 AUG ± 21:30h
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Vondelpark
FRI 16 AUG ± 21:30h

Rialto
SAT 17 AUG 15:15h

OPEN AIR

Love for Sale
ANDIBACHTIAR YUSUF | INDONESIA | 2018 | 104’ | INDONESIAN SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Can you put a price tag on love? This love drama, written and directed by Andibachtiar Yusuf, is
all about this intriguing question. With nuance and enough humour, he tells a story of "bought
love", but not like you would expect.
41-year-old incorrigible bachelor Richard Widjaja spends most of his time either watching
soccer with friends in a café or staying home alone with his turtle. When one of his friends
announces his upcoming wedding, he challenges Richard to bring along a date to the happy
occasion. Not wanting to lose face, Richard starts looking for a suitable candidate, ultimately
landing at the online platform Love Incorporated, which can supply him with a girlfriend, for
a price of course. Thus he meets Arini Kusuma, a nice girl who even knows her soccer. The
contract turns out to be valid for 45 days. Richard falls in love eventually and even starts
thinking of marrying Arini.

ANDIBACHTIAR YUSUF

(1974, Indonesia) is an award-winning director/producer/copywriter
working in fiction and documentary. His debut fiction feature Romeo
Juliet (2009) premiered at Hong Kong International Film Festival.
His latest films are comedy drama Pariban: Idola dari Tanah Jawa
(2019) and Bridezilla (2019). Love for Sale won the Citra Award for
Best Original Screenplay Writer at the 2018 Indonesian Film Festival.

SCREENINGS

MHplein
THU 8 AUG ± 21:30h

Rialto
SUN 18 AUG 21:15h
TUE 20 AUG 16:30h
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OPEN AIR

Re loca
MARTINO ZAIDELIS | ARGENTINA | 2018 | 95’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Living in Buenos Aires, forty-something Pilar feels that she's at a dead end: her artist husband
is both pretentious and vague, her good-for-nothing son is skipping school, and things aren't
so peachy at her ad agency job either. Add to that some drama with her sister and friends, and
the panic attack she has one day seems inevitable. Time to change course, with the help of a
healer. According to his analysis, she has been internalising her emotions, instead of releasing
them. With a special ritual he shows her how to change this, but in doing so he opens up the
floodgates. The question arises: Is the cure worse than the ailment?
Re loca is the third version of this biting, hilarious comedy — after the Chilean original Sin filtro
(2016) and the Spanish remake Sin rodeos (2018) — this time by debuting Argentinian director
Martino Zaidelis. The leading role is convincingly played by Uruguayan actress Natalia Oreiro.

MARTINO ZAIDELIS

(Argentina) is a producer and director known for producing the
series El hombre de tu vida, which won the Martin Fierro Award
for best miniseries in 2013. He has also directed the comedy series
Recordando el show de Alejandro Molina and the documentary series
Capitales del Fútbal. Re loca is his debut feature.

SCREENINGS

MHplein
WED 7 AUG ± 21:30h
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Vondelpark
SAT 10 AUG ± 21:30h

Rialto
SUN 18 AUG 14:00h

VU Campus
FRI 6 SEP 19:00h

OPEN AIR

El viaje extraordinario de Celeste García
ARTURO INFANTE | CUBA | 2018 | 92’ | SPANISH SPOKEN | ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Celeste, a retired and widowed teacher, is leading a quiet life in Havana. Her adult son barely
acknowledges her existence, while her sister is only looking out for herself. Fortunately, Celeste
has the planetarium, where she works part-time teaching children about the wonders of the
stars and the miracle of life. One day, it is revealed that extra-terrestrial beings have been living
on earth for many years and are now inviting humans to their home planet Gryok. Celeste is one
of those selected to go, by personal invitation of her eccentric Russian neighbour Pauline, who
turns out to be an alien herself. Celeste and her fellow travellers meet in an abandoned school
to wait for the arrival of the Gryok spaceship.
Debuting director Arturo Infante, who wrote the screenplay himself, mixes elements of comedy,
science fiction, and social criticism to create a highly original, surprising film — about receiving
a second chance at happiness, be it one that is light years away

ARTURO INFANTE

(Cuba) studied screenwriting at Cuba’s International School of Cinema
and Television. He has written feature-length screenplays including
La edad de peseta, nominated for Best Foreign Film at the Goyas. He
directed shorts El televisor (2001), El Intruso (2005), Flash Forward
(2006) and Gozar, comer y partir (2007). El viaje extraordinario de
Celeste Garciá (2018) is his debut feature.

SCREENINGS

MHplein
FRI 9 AUG ± 21:30h

Rialto
FRI 16 AUG 16:30h

Vondelpark
SAT 17 AUG ± 21:30h

VU Campus
THU 5 SEP 19:00h
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OPEN AIR

In cooperation with Cinedans, World Cinema Amsterdam presents two short dance films before
the open air feature film.

Fury!
DENY TRI ARDIANTO | INDONESIA | 2017 | 12’ | ENGLISH SPOKEN | NO SUBTITLES |
ORIGINAL TITLE: KALAP!

Short dance film about Raden Arya Penangsang, a ruler of the 15th-century Demak
Sultanate in Java. He had all the makings of a great leader, were it not for the fact that
he was driven by fury.
MHplein: THU 8 AUG ± 21:30h

Mojito Man

Gatha
TANG CHENGLONG | CHINA | 2018 | 16' | NO DIALOGUE

Produced, written, directed, and choreographed by dancer/director Tang Chenglong,
Gatha tells the story of two Tibetan brothers who are on a pilgrimage. The death of one
of them brings sorrow to the other, but the journey continues – life begins a new cycle.
Vondelpark: FRI 16 AUG ± 21:30h
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Word V
voor 6 riend
per maeuro
and

Samen naar
een eerlijke
en duurzame
wereld
OneWorld duikt in thema’s als duurzaamheid,
mensenrechten en identiteit. Je leest erover
in ons (papieren) magazine én online.
Onze journalistiek is onafhankelijk, constructief
en activerend. Zo dragen we bij aan een eerlijke
en duurzame wereld. Doe je mee?

oneworld.nl/word-vriend
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EVENTS

Opening & Closing Ceremony / Events / Food
Thursday, 15 August, 19:30h, Rialto
OPENING WORLD CINEMA AMSTERDAM
The anniversary edition of World Cinema
Amsterdam will kick of with Jayro Bustamante’s
forceful second feature Temblores (see p. 8).
Filmmaker and actor Paul Rigter (Helden van het
Máxima, The Nose) is the night’s host and will do
a Q&A with Bustamante after the screening.
Friday, 16 August, 19:00h - 21:00h, Rialto
INDIGO
For the first time, INDIGO will present
filmmakers and their short film or video clip
in Rialto, followed by a round table talk on the
latest developments, trends and discussions
in their field. With screenwriter Ashar Medina
and director Hesdy Lonwijk, amongst others,
moderated by multi-talented Valerie Jane and
Jennifer Muntslag.
Saturday, 17 August, 17:00h - 18:15h, Rialto
TALK SHOW The past in/and the present:
representations of Dutch colonial rule and
resistance in Indonesian and Dutch media and
culture
How do Indonesian and Dutch storytellers
represent the shared colonial past in their
works? And what social, cultural and political
implications does this have for contemporary
Indonesian and Dutch society at large?
Indonesian director Nia Dinata (Ca-bau-kan),
producer Sander Verdonk (De Oost), media
scholar Arnoud Arps (UvA) and others discuss
their perspectives.
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Presentation: writer/journalist Lara Nuberg
(www.gewooneenindischmeisje.nl) and writer/
media scholar Reza Kartosen-Wong (Het Parool
and University of Amsterdam).
This talk show is produced in collaboration with
Het Indisch Herinneringscentrum (IHC).
Saturday, 17 August, 19.00h, Rialto
Opening Cinema Indonesia
This year's WCA focus programme, Cinema
Indonesia, will be opened by the poetic drama
Mountain Song by first time director Yusuf
Ratjamuda. He and producer Tria Rahmadiyah
will attend this European premiere, just two
months after the film had its world premiere in
Shanghai.
Saturday, 17 August, 23:00h - 3:00h, Rialto
Anniversary Party
After the opening of the Cinema Indonesia
programme, the celebration of cinema will
continue on Rialto’s dance floor. DJs will spread
the tropical vibe and get everyone on their feet.
Of course there will also be special cocktails.
Sunday, 18 August, 19:00h - 21:00h, De Balie
Roundtable - Diversity & inclusion
How can we achieve a better reflection of our
diverse Dutch society behind and in front of the
camera? Three bicultural filmmakers, Tessa
Boerman, Hesdy Lonwijk and Itandehui Jansen,
and Head of New Screen NL at the Filmfonds,
Dorien van de Pas, will share their experiences and
discuss diversity and inclusion in the Dutch film
industry with De Balie programmer Sherin Seyda.

Wednesday, 21 August, 19:00h - 21:00h, Rialto
LA RIOT: Divino Amor
Rialto’s youth film platform LA RIOT presents
Divino Amor. The LA RIOT members will be
present to engage into a more detailed discussion
about the film with the director.
Thursday, 22 August, 19:00h - 21:15h, Rialto
Het Filmgesprek presents: 27 Steps of May
In collaboration with Het Filmgesprek, we will
host a discussion following the screening of the
poignant Indonesian film 27 Steps of May. After
the screening, philosopher and writer Marjan
Slob will engage in a conversation with the
audience. She will address questions such as:
How has the film moved you and why is that so?
Which deeper layers did others see and how does
this enrich our experience of the film? Why do
people take refuge in rituals? Slob is a columnist
for De Volkskrant and has given various
lectures on film and philosophy, including at the
Netherlands Film and Television Academy.
Friday, 23 August, 19:00h - 21:00h, Rialto
Club RIGHTABOUTNOW Movie Night
Club RIGHTABOUTNOW Movie Night presents
special young Dutch filmmakers from the urban
scene, who started out as self-taught video
clip makers. Gianni Grot, Fumilayo Koswal and
Framez have been invited to share their visual
inspiration and will talk about their work.

Saturday, 24 August, 20:15, Rialto
AWARDS CEREMONY
On the last night of the festival it is time to hand
out the awards: the World Cinema Jury Award
for the best competition film, and the brand new
World Cinema Exchange Award. The juries (see
p. 5 and 6) will announce their decision prior to
the closing film Gully Boy.
Saturday, 24 August, 23:00h - 3:00h, Rialto
Closing Party: Afrolijk
Afrolijk will be hosting the closing party of WCA
2019! After the screening of the
Ghanaian Afrofuturistic film The Burial of Kojo,
the foyer is turned into a club and the time has
come to dance till you drop to the best Afrobeats.
FESTIVAL FOOD
Friday, 16 August – Saturday, 24 August,
18:00-21:00h, Rialto
Ron Gastrobar Indonesia
For our 10th edition, we welcome Ron Gastrobar
Indonesia at Rialto. Every night, a dedicated
team of Ron Blaauw's amazing culinary bar
will prepare meals for all our hungry festival
visitors. Ron Gastrobar Indonesia's Java-born
chef Agus Hermawan – a master at transforming
traditional Indonesian dishes into modern
culinary delights – will do his magic and will be
present on some of the nights. A delicious fried
rice menu is available for € 12.50 per person.
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PROGRAMME WORLD CINEMA AMSTERDAM 2019
RB = RIALTO BOVEN
RO = RIALTO ONDER
CAFÉ = RIALTO CAFÉ

VP = VONDELPARK OPEN AIR THEATRE
MH = MARIE HEINEKENPLEIN OPEN AIR
VU = VU ON THE ROOF FILM FESTIVAL

ALL FILMS HAVE ENGLISH SUBTITLES,
UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE.

= = Q&A with filmmaker

WEDNESDAY 7 AUGUST | OPEN AIR

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00

21:00

MHPLEIN

22:00

23:00

0:00

22:00

23:00

0:00

23:00

0:00

23:00

0:00

± 21:30
Re loca

THURSDAY 8 AUGUST | OPEN AIR

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00

21:00

MHPLEIN

± 21:30 Fury +
Love for Sale

FRIDAY 9 AUGUST | OPEN AIR

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00

21:00

22:00

± 21:30 El viaje
extraordinario de
Celeste García

MHPLEIN

SATERDAY 10 AUGUST | OPEN AIR

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00

21:00

22:00

MHPLEIN

± 21:30 Lightning
Catching Adventure

VP

± 21:30
Re loca

THURSDAY 15 AUGUST | OPENING NIGHT

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00

21:00

RB

19:30 Opening Film
Temblores

RO

19:30 Opening Film
Temblores

22:00

23:00

0:00

± 22:00 Opening reception

CAFÉ

FRIDAY 16 AUGUST

13:00

RB
RO

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

16:30 El viaje extraordinario de Celeste García
16:45 Kabul, City in
the Wind

19:00

20:00

19:00 Indigo +
roundtable
19:15 Temblores

VP
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COMPETITION CINEMA INDONESIA WCA PRESENTS SPECIAL SCREENINGS WCA JUNIOR OPEN AIR

21:00

22:00

23:00

21:15 Ceniza Negra
21:45 Aan niets
overleden
± 21:30 Gatha + Lightning
Catching Adventure

= Q&A with filmmaker

0:00

SATURDAY 17 AUGUST

13:00

RB
RO

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

15:15 Onomastika +
Lightning Catching
Adventure

13:00 Chuskit

18:00

19:00

17:00 Talk Show
Cinema Indonesia

13:15 Sultan Agung

20:00

19:00 Opening
Rest in Peace +
Mountain Song

17:15 Tiempo de
lluvia

19:30 Öndög

21:00

22:00

21:15 Sandy Sugar
Cemara Family

23:00

0:00

+

21:30 It’s Wijilan +
The Song of Grassroots
± 23:00
Anniversary Party

CAFÉ
19:00
Temblores

DE BALIE

21:30 Ceniza
Negra
± 21:30 El viaje
extraordinario de
Celeste García

VP

SUNDAY 18 AUGUST

13:00

14:00

RB
RM

15:00

14:00 Re loca

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

16:00 Tjoet Nja’ Dhien

20:00

21:00

22:00

23:00

0:00

21:15 Subur is Honest +
Love for Sale

19:00 Sibel

13:30 Een
streepje meer
15:30 The Swallows
of Kabul

13:45 Pahuna

RO

16:30
Tiempo de lluvia

DE BALIE

19:15 GO CUBA!
programme 1

17:15 Indonesian Trans
Shorts

19:00 Debat WCA @ De Balie:
Diversity & inclusion

21:30 GO CUBA!
programme 2
21:30 De Libi

MONDAY 19 AUGUST

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

16:45 An
Unexpected Love

RB

16:30 A Tale of
Three Sisters

RO

20:00

19:15 Ceniza Negra
18:45 Indonesian
Women Shorts

22:00

23:00

0:00

23:00

0:00

23:00

0:00

21:15 Divino Amor
21:00 Sultan Agung

19:00 Rest in Peace +
Mountain Song

DE BALIE

21:00

21:15 Sibel

TUESDAY 20 AUGUST

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

16:45 A Gift +
Memories of My Body

RB

16:30 Subur is Honest +
Love for Sale

RO

19:00

20:00

18:45 Elinah +The
Seen and Unseen

22:00

21:15 Rest in Peace +
Mountain Song

19:00 Öndög

DE BALIE

21:00

21:00 La camarista

19:00 Monos

21:30 Divino Amor

WEDNESDAY 21 AUGUST

13:00

14:00

15:00

RO
DE BALIE

17:00

18:00

19:00

16:45 Rojo

RB
RM

16:00

20:00

19:00 Divino Amor
– LA RIOT

21:00

22:00

21:15 Botero
– Cracking the Frame

13:30 Een
streepje meer
14:00 Chuskit

16:00 GO CUBA!

programme 2

17:45 GO CUBA!
programme 3

19:15 Go Cuba!
programme 1

19:00 La camarista

21:30 Sandy Sugar
Cemara Family

+

21:30 A Gift +
Memories of My Body
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THURSDAY 22 AUGUST

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

17:00 Sibel

RB

20:00

21:00

19:00 Elinah +The
Seen and Unseen

DE BALIE

22:00

23:00

0:00

21:45 Dluwang: The Past from
the Trash + Daysleepers

20:45
Nuestro tiempo

18:30 A Tale of
Three Sisters

16:45 The Swallows
of Kabul

RO

19:00

19:00 27 Steps of May
– Het Filmgesprek

21:15 It’s Wijilan +
The Song of Grassroots

FRIDAY 23 AUGUST

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

14:30 A Gift +
Memories of My Body

RB

14:00 Nuestro
tiempo

RO

17:00

18:00

16:45 Monos

19:00

20:00

21:00

19:00 Club RIGHTABOUTNOW
movie night

17:15 Öndög

19:15 A Plastic Cup of Tea
Before Her + 27 Steps of May
19:00 The Burial
of Kojo

DE BALIE

22:00

23:00

0:00

21:30 Diasporadical Trilogia
+ The Burial of Kojo

21:45 Rojo

21:00 Gully Boy

SATURDAY 24 AUGUST | CLOSING NIGHT

13:00

RB
RO

14:00

15:00

12:45 Pahuna

16:00

15:30 Curaçao
Artists

13:00 Elinah +The
Seen and Unseen

14:30 Dluwang: The Past from
the Trash + Daysleepers

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00

21:00

22:00

23:00

0:00

20:15 Award Ceremony &
Closing Film Gully Boy

17:00 De Libi
17:15 La camarista

19:30 An Unexpected
Love

22:00 The Burial of
Kojo
± 23:00 Closing
Party: Afrolijk

CAFÉ
14:30 Indonesian

DE BALIE

Shorts

TUESDAY 3 SEPTEMBER | OPEN AIR

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

VU

19:00

20:00

21:00

22:00

23:00

0:00

21:00

22:00

23:00

0:00

21:00

22:00

23:00

0:00

21:00

22:00

23:00

0:00

19:00 Divino Amor

WEDNESDAY 4 SEPTEMBER | OPEN AIR

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00

19:00 Keuze van Grunberg
The Cook, the Thief, His
Wife and Her Lover

VU

THURSDAY 5 SEPTEMBER | OPEN AIR

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00

19:00 El viaje
extraordinario de
Celeste García

VU

FRIDAY 6 SEPTEMBER | OPEN AIR

13:00

VU
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14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00

19:00 Re loca

B

D

C

A

Tickets and Venues
PRICES
Regular ticket:
With discount*:
Early bird**:
Five tickets:
Cineville pass:

€ 11,00
€ 8,50
€ 10,00
€ 40,00
free admission

World Cinema Open Air @ Vondelpark
and Marie Heinekenplein:
Free entrance (donations appreciated)
*Discount with a valid CJP, Stadspas (with a green
dot) or student card
** Available till 14 August for online tickets only

Worldcinemamsterdam

FESTIVAL FOOD
WCA2017
Delicious
meals by Ron Gastrobar Indonesia for
€ 12,50.
RialtoAvailable from 16 till 24 August at Rialto
the Tropics – 21:00h)
only (18:00h
VU Amsterdam
Balie
MAINDe
VENUES
Rialto (A)
Vondelpark Openluchttheater
Ceintuurbaan 338, Amsterdam
+31 (0)20-6768700
rialtofilm.nl

De Balie (B)
Kleine-Gartmanplantsoen 10, Amsterdam
+31 (0)20-5535100
debalie.nl
OPEN AIR VENUES
Marie Heinekenplein (C)
@ Ferdinand Bolstraat

E

Vondelpark Open Air Theatre (D)
@ Vondelpark | openluchttheater.nl
VU On the Roof Film Festival (E)
@ VU Campus | vu.ontheroofff.nl
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MAIN SPONSORS

SPONSORS & PARTNERS
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